
 

 

 

Clinical Effectiveness South-East London (CESEL) update – July 2022 

“Making the right thing to do the easy thing to do.” 

 

Welcome to the latest Clinical Effectiveness South-East London’s (CESEL) update. 

 

CESEL is a quality improvement programme, 

designed and delivered by primary care for 

primary care.  Funded by the CCG and PCNs, 

CESEL includes clinical leads from each of the 

south east London (SEL) boroughs. 

 

All our resources – guides, educational links 

and updates can be found on the webpage or 

search Google: ‘CESEL’ 
 

CESEL is an offer and not an ask. Led by local 

clinicians we aim to make ‘the right thing to 
do the easy thing to do’ for busy general 

practice teams 
 

 

Additional funding into general practice: 

By working together across SEL primary care, CESEL has helped bring additional funding into 

general practice: 
 

Diabetes Recovery Funding:  

Funding is available to practices and PCNs who engage with CESEL in quality improvement work to 

help achieve their diabetes targets. The bid was won as a collaboration between CESEL, SELCCG and 

the Health Innovation Network (HIN).  To find out more and arrange a visit, please email the team. 
 

Hypertension Inequalities funding 

Similar to the Diabetes Recovery Fund, this is available to practices and PCNs who engage with CESEL 

in quality improvement work to help improve hypertension targets and address inequalities in 

hypertension detection and management. The bid was won as a collaboration between CESEL, South 

London Cardiovascular Network and the HIN. To find out more please email the team. 
 

London Pathfinder Programme (Hypertension) 

Working collaboratively with colleagues in north east and north west London, CESEL led one of four 

successful London Pathfinder projects. The project brings resources to help develop the best possible 
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data infrastructure, to help us achieve our aims. The project is focused on hypertension best-practice 

and how the developing Discovery Data Service (DDS) can help provide best care in general practice. 

 

Many thanks to all who have supported CESEL.   We hope to see you for further educational events 

and facilitation visits.  Please continue to visit the webpage for up to date information on what we 

have been up to. 
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